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ACT - Action Elements  

A - ACT ON  
     Define your USP 
     Pick 3 colors  

C - Check out color psychology 
      website - http://www.empower-yourself-with-color-psychology.com/
color-purple.html 

T - Tag for later  
      Get business cards done 

Questions:  

1) How does one integrate the blog and corporate site? Isn't the blog just a 
separate page on the corp site, is the blog run from the Home page, or is it 
best run from a separate URL? 
- under your master domain 
- not a separate URL  
- Blog - GOOGLE - AUTHORITY SITE -  

SEO BASED BLOG POSTS  
Attention of GOOGLE to go to our master site  
http://tracyrepchuk.com/blog/ 

2) Should the Landing Page and Sales Page (I know- future lesson) be 
SEO optimized?  
optimize SEO - Search Engine Optimized for keywords  
 
Blog SEO - constant dynamic content  
LP - domain - 1. Pain Benefit SEO  

constantheadachepain.com  
 
FastActionResults.com - what will they get  
 
SEO - http://topcomedianspeaker.com/ 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Sales page - product name 
 
If so, what type of keywords/phrases should they be- 

1) An "ID" of your target market (terms they use to describe themselves)?  
- what pain they are looking to resolve  
 
2) An identification of your free gift? - SEO  

3) Both these  

4) Or something else? 

SEO - base on keywords your TARGET MARKET is using  
 
search term - how to book singing gigs,   

3) I'd like to confirm the best sequence of events for someone just starting 
out (no media validation currently existing).  
Is it:  Target market Identification>Desired brand creation>Corporate 
(branded) website with its integrated blog; then Landing page integrated to 
autoresponder?  

Establish what you are doing for someone - skill set - accounting 

Then Identify the target market that wants that -  
elderly,  
boomer generation,  
retired and rich  
— writing text on a landing page - languaging is different  

Establish colors for logo, sites  
 
Develop USP - why you and what you do -  
breakthechaos.com 

Develop your logo and brand -  
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Pick 2 domains 

1. Landing page - FIRST SITE WE BUILD  

2.   Master site  
      - is it brand you - http://www.tracyrepchuk.com  
                          - 2006 moved to front of company  
      - company - http://www.innersurf.com 
      - market http://www.thevocaltouch.com/ 
 
what is your brand  
Social media - look for   /tracyrepchuk 
Open up - namechk.com -  
   .com  
 
brand secure - /innersurf  
   .com  
 
market - .com  

LP - SELL - $497 DIY       with you - $997 - BONUS  - CALL -  
      PRODUCT - DO NOT START HERE  
      - a product you haven’t developed - NAMED A PRODUCT  
        SOLD IT - $30k - under 4 weeks  
        NOT BUILT - she is going to build it live  
         
        Week 1 - TEACH LESSON LIVE 
        Week 2 - DO Q&A  
         
        Laurie - Done more design and construction  

        SELL FIRST - PDF OF IT - 3 systems (Level1,2,3) $10k, $5k, 2K  
        PHONE - sell - process a credit -  
 
       1:1 COACHING - BIG MONEY - $2k- $5k    - $10,000 walk them  
         through book  
      - build the program the product will become  
      - recorded - order was structured - and I moved it to a DIY  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        DIY - http://www.messagetomillionsmastery.com - $997  
 
        Mastermind - $4997 year   

Build master site  
————————   - 31 Days to Millionaire Marketing Miracles 

4) Email sequencing vs blog: Wouldn't the email sequence content, which 
addresses confirmed interest in your message, substitute for having a 
blog? If not, why not? 

EMAIL - communicate to subscribers - come in your list  

BLOG _ communicate to GOOGLE - know like and trust you  
 - robot indexed  
 
from your email system - LINK TO YOUR BLOG  
   - content  
   - ASK THEM TO SHARE  

BLOG POST -  
EMAIL - teaser - give them some of it - read the rest here >> SEND TO 
BLOG  
 
DO NOT WANT TO BUILD A LIST OF PASSIVE READERS  

TEACH THEM TO CLICK - TRAINED BUYERS AND ACTION TAKERS 

5) How many actual bonus products would you say it takes to guarantee 
the sale (Like 5?), not just the minimum?   
 
Nothing will guarantee the sale  

HELP - throw in bonuses 10x product  
$497  
10x $5000 worth of bonuses - I WANT TO MAKE IT NO BRAINER  
Bonus - Call - $500 - buy just for the call  
Bonus -  
No decision left to be made  
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Bonuses - reduce objection, ultimately cause action  

Do you recommend using bonuses that aren't your products, even if the 
context is right (the bonus is appropriate, but the URL the subscriber needs 
to visit to obtain it, is not yours)? 

PREFERENCE _ make it your own bonuses -  
    CALL WITH YOU - 30 minute call - $250 value  - TO SELL HIGH END  

IF You are new - have nothing - leverage other peoples - caveat - may 
prefer  

Build bonuses ASAP - checklist, mindmap, video presentation  

——  

The Q&A 2016 video, at timestamps 36:10 and 1:21:10, discusses 
Deanna's "Phase Approach" to product lining. These 2 questions came to 
mind:  
 
1) Should the seller sell either Phase 2 or Phase 3, even if neither Phase 1 
nor Phase 4 was sold?  

NO _  
  Phase 1 - $5000 - 90 days      Mindset - FOUNDATION IS NOT THERE  
 
  Phase 2 - $2500 - 90 days      Skill Mastery  
  Phase 3 - $2500 - 90 days      Outreach  
 
  Phase 4 - $5000 - 90 days       

SELL THE WHOLE YEAR - ALL 4 phases NOW - $10,000  
   saving $5000  
 
- Phase 1 - $5000 move up phases are ready  
- reduced the objection of $5000  

Miracle -  1/2 random   
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2) Reframing the situation to highlight the savings: If the total "List" price of 
the Phases sold is $20,000 , and the discounted total is $12,000, is it 
"ethical" to say "You aren't spending $20,000, you're saving $8,000, rather 
than (as done in the video, I think)  
You aren't spending $12,000, you're saving $8,000." Seems like using 
$20,000 as the "base" would increase the value of the savings, but maybe 
not. Should we use $20,000, or $12,000, in our reframing statement to the 
prospect, and why? 

- ON THE SALE - presented the $20,000 - talking to them -  
- PRICE - $12,000 - seed plant  

Removing a shock factor - $12,000 YOU ARE IN SHOCK   
problem - I have no where to take - UNSHOCK  

$20,000 TAKE THE SHOCK HIT - price presentation  

$12,000 - you are breathing a little bit  

REMOVE THE SHOCK OF $12,000  
 1 - BONUSES - $28,000 in bonuses  
 2  - PAYMENT PLAN  $2000 - $2000 over next 5 months  
  

1) I listen to Tony Robbins on my walks at times, would he possibly hold 
my target audience. 
YES-  

2) Today on Dr. Oz, Tony Robbins talked about living a fulfilling live, and 
did an exercise on how to get out of your head and into your heart.   
 
Normally I would share this post and make a comment onto my page, 
but based on what you're saying I should go and see if anyone had 
any questions that I could comment as the expert, or in this case 
maybe share my guide for additional info.   
 
Yes - AND SHARE  
 
Everyone what just Love Tony, or Hate him nothing else.   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Also, checked Dr. Oz and he just had video snippet with no comments. 
  
What would you have done in that situation.   
— no questions being asked  

Brand dissection -  
name early - it’s gone  

/sharonkolenda 
/doorwayforsuccess 

- keep logic and full keyword in - SUCCESS  
- doorwaysuccess 

Twitter - keep at your name - BRAND OF THIS TECHNOLOGY  

DoorwayForSuccess is too long for Twitter.  I have Sharon Kolenda, but 
was wondering what other option or truncation you would suggest. 

Assuming Facebook?  
 
Difference between Business Page & Personal Page and the transition.  

Personal Page - want this - you - personal brand 
https://www.facebook.com/tracyrepchuk 

Business Page - want this -  
https://www.facebook.com/tracyrepchuk 
 —  Event, group, niche page.  

Want both  

Transition - MOVE THEM TO THE BUSINESS PAGE  
Banner and constantly telling them  
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Want to make sure I'm capitalizing and using each area the best way.  
- no filter in Sharon 
- business on business page 

When you add people, you can only get them to your personal page by 
adding them as friends.  
-  
 
But, they're actually business, but hanging out in the personal place.  
— don’t worry - post to both  
 
In my guide or when posting I can reference my business page directly to 
build it then.   
 
1) Problem, now that I've gone from Doorway2Success (BP) to 
DoorwayForSuccess (BP) all my people are in the 1st and only have about 
54 in the second.   

FB - Opened a NEW BUSINESS PAGE -  
    banner -  

LISTS - switched autoresponder Q  
 
I have 200+ in my personal page. I've invited everyone to like my page 
from my personal page, but not much response. Put notice on 
Doorway2Success that I'm moving over to DoorwayForsuccess. Then just 
post on DoorwayForSuccess.  Is this the right thing to do.  

2) Posting -  Do you post different content for my business page then 
what's on my personal page so they have a reason to move over. What is a 
distinction, because to me it seems that they've both become the same 
thing and I'm divided. 

3)I guess my mass confusion is people need to add themselves to my 
business page, but when I add them through networking they go into my 
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personal page which is ideally not where I want them. How do I handle this. 
from a posting and invite strategy :) 

Invite from branding page  
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